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Dear donors,
dear members!
Floods in 2021, followed by big forest
fires all over the
world and a war in
the Ukraine – not to
speak of the corona
pandemic. We regularly read reports
about various terrible events in different countries. The
north of Cameroon is struck by attacks
from Boko Haram, a war between Mousgoum and Arabs on the Logone river, a
strike of teachers lasting for months, an
extreme change of the climate, and a
famine. But our media do not even mention all this.
Selective news coverage
For the people who live in that part of the
world this is fatal. If nobody is informed
about their situation, they can not expect
to get any help. But help is urgently needed. Poverty is increasing and if there is
not enough food, conflicting use gets
more serious – and not only in the extreme north of the country. The time has
come to face the facts, as do two school
classes in Wohlen and Zurich. Let us
hope that their projects do not only help
locally, but that they also attract the attention of the world public to the region.

Nicole Delavy
Managing Director IPA

Zigodo, North Malawi / Zurich, Switzerland

A batch on both sides
The pandemic as a hindrance in an IPA
course and a dishonest provider – both
in Switzerland and in Malawi an unusual
lot of commitment was necessary until
20,000 people finally had access to basic
medical care.
During the lockdown we all realised how
narrow the limits of “distance learning” are.
Project work in the form of distance teaching
is hardly possible. But the class at Hottingen
high school had no choice. At the end of
February 2020 18 students started their cooperation with IPA. But after only four lessons they found themselves in the home
schooling modus. The whole planning process of their project took place via a digital

Nobody suspected that the fourth lesson might be the
last for a long time

platform, but fundraising activities had to be
cancelled altogether. And only shortly before
the summer holiday the letters asking for
financial support could be sent to private addresses. Despite of these difficulties the two
most important sub projects for the “Enuk1

weni Health Centre” could be planned and
financed. And so the students had at least
got an impression of what development
work is all about. Two female students be-

possible for a long time. And later – it really
was exasperating – he kept the IPA partner
organisation waiting for months. When he
finally asserted that the goods had been delivered, the local IPA representative once
more travelled to Lilongwe, but on his arrival
was informed that most gadgets had been
sold to somebody else. End of discussion!
The dealer had to repay an advance and

After all postage was possible again

came so enthusiastic that they managed to
complete their own projects in Bangladesh,
much to the delight of IPA and the headship
of Hottingen high school.
Exasperating!

A ceremonial handing over of the new gadgets

But those who had thought that with the
successful fundraising campaign the biggest
problems had been solved, were mistaken.
The main aim of the project was to furnish
the station in Zigodo with all kinds of medi-

finally almost all the goods could be obtained from another firm. A group of specialists
came to Zigodo to give the personnell a thorough instruction into the handling of the
new equipment.
It was not the perfect project, but considering all the difficulties it can be said that we
did our best – for the benefit of the people in
the Enukweni region. And the relief among
the students in Zurich-Hottingen was tremendous. They have certainly learnt that
development work is not easy at all. This will

Material inspection on delivery

cal equipment: from microscope to wheelchairs – in short, with everything that belongs to basic medical care. Even further
education courses for members of staff were planned. But the implementation soon
turned into a nerve-racking ordeal. Because
even relatively simple gadgets are not
available in Malawi, the provider had to order them abroad. But the government had
closed the borders and so imports were im-

The female health minister is making a speech during the further education course

also help the two young women with their
own projects in Bangladesh.
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Zogje, North Albania / Zurich, Switzerland

about 1,000 people altogether. And the responsible nurse adds: «I am forced to treat

Only seemingly in a no-man’s
land
The present IPA junior team does not
want to be inferior to their predecessors.
Part 1 of the extensive double project
has already been completed. The project
in Zogje shows how quickly things can
be achieved if all the persons involved
act in concert.
A traveller heading for Zogje can not help
wondering where he is going. The newly
tarmaced road seems to lead to a no-man’s
An IPA junior talking to the nurse in Zogje

people at home – getting there on foot and
equipped with a tiny medicine case. In winter this is exhausting and I can hardly help
them.» This is typical for Albania: the
houses scattered, the topography making
mobility difficult, medical care in a remote
area is almost impossible.

Only seemingly in a no-man’s land: the new building
of the ambulance station (left) and the school in Zogje

Two juniors had visited Albania in autumn
2021. They told their five colleagues about
the situation in Zogje – and they could fully
understand the sorrows of the people. They
had already agreed to take up a project to
renovate the two school buildings in Muhurr,

land. And this impression is confirmed when
you look around the schoolyard: an isolated
building for the schoolchildren and a few
scattered houses in the distance. There is
no ambulance station. Why, after all, should
there be one, a visitor may ask himself. But

Presentation of the project in a service club

Further education for the junior team

the deputy mayor says: „Here patients from
three remote villages have to be cared for,

but now they were convinced that the building of an ambulance station in Zogje was
even more urgent. Of course the vice mayor
supported the plan. He could hardly wait for
the decision of the team and several times
asked the IPA partner Suela Koçibellinj if
she had received any news from Switzerland yet.
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Building at record speed
And suddenly everything went very quickly:
the decision of the junior team towards the
end of October, the detailed plans in November, the fundraising during the winter
months, the building licence of the authorities at the end of February and warm, dry
weather made it possible to start the project
as early as March. The manager of the building company in Peshkopi knew that there
would be a lot of work to do in summer. And

want of almost everything in a region
and you would like to help everywhere.
85% of the people in the region of Goulfey,
in the north of Cameroon, live below the
breadline and 30% of them are bounded
labourers. This is not surprising because
they have to pay up to 300% of interest on
small credits. There has been no food security for years and the economy is ailing dramatically. Those who are affected most by
this bitter poverty are women and children.
For the participants of a voluntary course in
development work at the High School of
Science and Mathematics (MNG) in Zurich
this was reason enough to make the economic development of the region their project.
But the decision had not been easy to come
to. The students had chosen two out of five
projects, and before the final decision which
of them they should favour there had been a
long and intensive discussion at the end of
which they were facing the «chicken or egg»

The new station: small, but functional

in fact he was commissioned to carry out
the renovations in Muhurr and to build a kindergarten in Hotesh. Therefore he sent 16
builders to Zogje. In May the erection of the
building was completed and it could be furnished. Only the connection with the electricity system was still missing. When shortly
later the ambulance station was opened,
everybody had proved that they had done
their best to complete the project at record
speed: the authorities, the IPA partner, the
builders, and the junior team. The nurse is
overjoyed and the patients from Zogje,
Bllaçë and Shtushaj for the first time share a
feeling of security because they now have
access to health care. In autumn all the
other members of the junior team will travel
to Albania. The vice mayor is already looking forward to their visit. Thanks to the high
school students from Zurich the most pressing problem of this mountain region could
be solved in record time.

Choosing the project: a difficult task

problem: what should come first, education
with the risk that school leavers would not

Goulfey, North Cameroon / Zurich, Switzerland

Chicken or egg?
Close cooperation — a way to success

A schoolclass in Zurich has to opt for a
certain project. This is not easy if there is

find a job? Or should they build up the
economy that might in the end not find any
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qualified and educated workers? It gave
them an interesting insight into a dilemma of
development work.

belief to be able to change things soon returned. A lot of people encouraged them
and they received many unexpected dona-

A temporary loss of motivation
With a difference of only one vote the class
finally decided to focus on the savings bank
and not the school. But how do you „sell“
such a project? First of all a convincing slogan had to be found. The youngsters
struggled hard until they decided on
„Goulfey’s way out of poverty“. And then
The start of the project in Goulfey — a big event

tions. In the end they had more than the
83,300 Swiss Francs they had hoped to
raise. And several promised future donations will enable them to enlarge the savings
bank even further.
The project has not been completed yet.
Even before credits were issued, the
savings bank had 200 members. Its future
prospects are very promising – and with it
those of the whole region. IPA will keep an
eye on the project and inform the students
at MNG. Their choice has stimulated the
whole region of Goulfey.

Information in the villages about the venture

there was simply a lot of work to do: planning, setting up a budget, making contacts,
organising – everything was new. They
tackled their tasks vigorously, but as soon
as they were on track the Corona pandemic
scotched their fundraising plans. «For a moment I temporarily lost all motivation», said

A good atmosphere during the course

Luana Hilti. Nevertheless they had soon collected 40,000 Swiss Francs, so that their
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The Interview

“A drop on a hot stone or rather
a seed?”
You work for several foundations. What kind
of work do you do?
During the last 18 years I worked for Bank
Vontobel. I helped to establish grant-making
foundations and to examine applications. At
the moment I am a member of the foundation board of four different foundations. I argue and try to convince the board of meaningful and promising projects. Moreover I
advise the directors of the foundations to
whom I have consigned my functions.
What are the decisive criteria when you
choose projects together with a board?
First of all a project has to fit in with the mission of the foundation. Then I examine its
quality. Is it a drop on a hot stone or rather a
seed that will bear fruit? And how efficient is
the organisation that sent us its application?
Over the years I have developed a feeling
for these questions. The choice is often hard
to make. I would be glad to have more money.

and will later become active themselves.
They know how good it is to change and
improve something. This is much better than
simply hear about poverty.
Is it an advantage or a disadvantage to give
money to a small organisation?
The large organisations are well-established
and tend to have expanded administrations.
Smaller ones sometimes lack professionalism, but show a lot of commitment. As foundations we are more important for smaller
organisations. With a donation of 30’000
Swiss Francs you can achieve a lot. The
large ones may mention you in their annual
report – if you are lucky. Smaller organisations sometimes ask you for advice and you
are personally informed.

You have convinced various foundations to
finance IPA projects. What were the arguments that made the foundation boards
agree with you?
We very much appreciate your clear project
documentation. It covers everything. I am
not really a numbers person, but many
members of foundation boards are very
keen on numbers and figures. I read your
texts, look at the photographs, and then I
say: “For me that is fine”.
You particularly supported the junior team.
Was this extraordinary for you?
For me this is IPA’s trademark, a win-winsituation. You hit two or three flies with one
flap. This fascinated me right from the start
and I remember it very well. When young
people learn something while they are working on a project, some of them will stick to it

Christian Glesti, 67, grew up in Zurich.
He lives with his wife in Oberglatt and has
two adult children. He worked as an inheritance advisor and councellor of non-profit
foundations for a bank called Bank Vontobel AG. He retired in December 2020, but
is still an active member of several foundation boards.
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Preview of forthcoming IPA projects

Frankth, North Albania.
Eight rooms for nine classes – the building
in Frankth dates back to the time when the
compulsory school time was eight years.
Now it is nine and both the teachers and the
pupils are confronted with a problem. After
two successfully completed subprojects in
this small village, IPA would like to help the
school by building an extension with an additional classroom.

Kaulanyina, North Malawi.
There are 30 hectares of arable land. But
during the dry season the farmers at
Kaulanyina can only cultivate one hectare –
with watering cans. The result: every year,
once the meagre harvest of the rainy season has been consumed, a famine lasting
seven or eight months begins. A class at
Hottingen high school in Zurich would like to
end this situation by installing a solarpowered irrigation system combined with
ecofarming.

in a few words
 Swiss organisation for development co-

operation
 Founded in 1994, since 2001 known
and active under the name IPA (International Project Aid)
 Engaged in transitioning and developing countries with focus on education
 IPA also offers help for self-help, e.g.
through projects in the fields of food production and water supply as well as the
issuing of credits
 The aspect of the IPA brand is the integration of youth in the implementation of
projects. Swiss students get the opportunity to gain formative experiences
 School classes and junior-teams select,
plan and execute their projects independently but are supervised by experienced IPA staff
 All projects are inspected by IPA on
location and, following completion, are
checked once more
 IPA has received the Profax prize in
2005, and in 2007 was named “Swiss
Charity of the Year” by Man Investments
 International Project Aid-UK CIO (IPAUK) registered with the Charities Commission, number 1170012, based in Beaconsfield, Buckinghamshire, is associated
with International Project Aid (IPA), Switzerland
 IPA (Switzerland) provides the project
evaluation, project management and onsite supervision for IPA-UK, employing
local partners to ensure resources are
delivered to where they are needed
Would you like to support IPA-UK as
a donor?
Please contact Diana Wallace who
would be happy to tell you more on
dianawallacedtw@aol.com
Bank details for donations:
Barclays Bank
Sort Code 20-45-45
Account no. 53843793
IBAN GB78 BUKB 2045 4553 8437 93
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